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INSTRUCTIONS To CANDIDATES 

1. SECTION-A contains objective type questions. 
2. SECTION-B contains short answer type questions. 

3. SECTION-C contains descriptive answer type questions. 

4. Attempt ALL questions. 

SECTION-A (10x 1 = 10) 

1. Fill in the Blanks/True/False 
a) The process for value education is . 

ffr set yfafa à.. 

b) There are . .. orders in Nature. 

TRI 

aeds fF.....HEH TSI 

c) To be in a state of liking is.. 

d) Right understanding + = Mutual prosperity. 

HE + 

ata HHE 

e) Physical facilities are necessary but . for humans.
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) Holistic technologies should be eco-friendly and people-friendly. 

g Prosperity and wealth are equivalent.

h) Respect is right evaluation. 

i) Ethical Human Conduct leads to Mutual Fulfilment. 

j) Natural acceptance remains constant with time. 

SECTION-B (5x 4 20) 
2. Explain harmony in family. 

3. Explain Natural Acceptance. 

What is meant by Gratitude? Express an example from your life in your mutual relationships. 
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5. What do you mean by animal consciousness and Human Consciousness? How is the transformation possible form Animal Consciousness to Human Consciousness?

f uftada Va ?? 

6. What are the basic guidelines of value cducation? 

SECTION-C (5x 6 = 30) 
7. What are the problems we are facing today because of operating on the basis of 

pre-conditioned desires? 

OR 
What do you mean by SVDD, SSDD and SSSS? How is the transformation possible from SSDD to SSSS$? 

3ATT51 SVDD, SSDD siR SSSS I 4TTa *? SSDD À SSSS fay 

gT3T SVDD, SSDD SSSS at HBGH T? SSDD ` SSSs aa et 

8. In the light of activities of Self, explain the terms Pre-Conditioning, Sensation and 
natural Acceptance. 

Hfeafast FHST 

OR 

Human being is co-existence of Self and body, explain.
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9. What is happiness? What is the wrong notion about attaining happiness? What 

are the problems faced due to the wrong notions about happiness and prosperity? 

OR 

What are the programmes to ensure health? 

10. What do you understand by competence in professional ethics? Elaborate. 

OR 

What are the implications of value based living at various levels? 

11. Differentiate between intention and competence. How do we come to confuse 

between the two? 

OR 

What is the need of value-Education? 
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